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Global Trend
Air traffic will more than double in the next 20 years.
Tanzania has already doubled the number of tourists.

- 2005: 590,000 Visitors
- 2016: 1,284,279 Visitors
New approaches needed to manage border crossing

Custom design

... while creating secure passport and border control solutions...
Challenges require different solutions

Problem:
Control the flow of people entering and exiting illegally the country

Situation:
Economic challenge

Solution:
Biometric readers and connection to an ABIS, Jump kits and refugee management
Challenges require different solutions

**Situation**
Mass tourism

**Problem**
Manage entry of millions of people through small airports

**Solution**
e-Gate installations for automated border control
First: Reduce identification time

Biometrics

... for faster border crossing...
Facial recognition can be encountered already

Singapore
Land borders
Facial recognition can be encountered already

Singapore
Land borders

Australia
Air borders
The role of biometrics will continue to increase
Second: Speed up process

Process Modernization

... for a better traveler experience ...
Welcome to Tanzania Electronic Visa Application System!

You can now apply for an Online Visa to visit the United Republic of Tanzania (both Tanzania Mainland and Zanzibar). You are required to fill in the online form, make payment, and submit your application online. Your form will be internally reviewed and processed.

Applicants will be notified through their e-mails whether their applications have been accepted or rejected. They may also TRACK their application statuses through the online system. Applicants may as well be required to visit the nearest Tanzanian Embassies or Consular Offices for interviews.

What do you want to do?

New Application
For foreign citizens who wish to visit the United Republic of Tanzania, click the link below to apply for a new visa.

Continue Application
Applicants who have already initiated their applications and have their application IDs, click the link below to continue.

Visa Status
For applicants who have applied for visas, click the link below to check for the statuses.

Keynote before you start:
Please consider the following information beforehand:
1. Types of Visa
2. Required documents
3. Countries whose citizens do not require visa on entry
4. Countries whose citizens require approval by the Tanzania Commissioner General of Immigration.
Three airports to equip

Dar es Salaam
Zanzibar
Kilimanjaro
Other entry points are sea and land borders
Tanzania is in the TOP 10 countries with most neighbors

- Kenya
- Uganda
- Rwanda
- Burundi
- DR Congo
- Zambia
- Malawi
- Mozambique

Indian ocean coastline
Strengthen the economy

1. Enhance border security
2. Facilitate movement of people
3. Encourage cross-border trade
4. Combat crime
Third: Modernization of travel documents...

Electronic upgrades

... for more security...
...begins with providing new immigration services

All-in-one system
For e-Visa, e-Passport and e-Resident Permits

Online applications
Apply only for e-Passport anywhere in the country
...begins with providing new immigration services

**All-in-one system**
For e-Visa, e-Passport and e-Resident Permits

**Online applications**
Apply only for e-Passport anywhere in the country

**Online payment**
Passport and visa can be paid online after application

**Reports and statistics**
Data on how many people have applied for e-documents

**Status tracking**
Easy follow up on the status of the e-document issuance
Fourth: Mobile identity

Going mobile

... for a modern convenience ...
More about enhancing the traveler experience at booth G1
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